Off the Shelf:
A Modern Hardcover Rarity
David F. Fanning
In 1990, I visited Walter Breen at his home in Berkeley, California, and
spent some time going through his numismatic library. I was deeply
interested in American numismatic auction catalogues, especially the
early ones, and made many notes based on his copy of the Adams reference1 and other sources. Breen gave me access to his papers, too, many
of which were unpublished and all of which I wish I remembered more
clearly than I do. Perhaps there was something in the air.
Breen had worked for Lester Merkin in the 1960s and 1970s, and
had catalogued a number of Merkin’s auction sales. I always had a soft
spot for these catalogues, despite their somewhat terse descriptions, and
took advantage of Breen’s copies to make of listing of them (Figure 1). I
didn’t have a copy of Gengerke at the time, and did a lot of this sort of
thing.2
In going through Breen’s library, I noticed that he had a copy of
Merkin’s eighth sale (March 6–7, 1968) bound in black cloth. This was
an above-average sale for Merkin, featuring material from the Louis Helfenstein and J. Hewitt Judd collections. The 72-page catalogue boasted a
Collection of United States Colonials, Cents, Half Dimes, Dimes, Quarters, Dollars, Gold, Virginia Colonial, Fractional, Large and Small Size
Currency, Featuring Half Cents, Half Dollars, Early Proof Sets according
to the cover (Figure 2). Breen had been the primary cataloguer.
I was aware of a hardcover version of Merkin’s first public sale, that
of the Helfenstein large cents (August 14, 1964), though Breen only had
a softcover version that I saw. The hardcover eighth sale was the only
bound catalogue among Breen’s Merkin sales, so I took a closer look at
1 John W. Adams, United States Numismatic Literature, Volume I: Nineteenth Century Auction Catalogs (Mission Viejo: Kolbe, 1982).
2 I like to joke that I have CDO: it’s like OCD, but in alphabetical order.
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Figure 1. Page from my journal recording the Merkin sales present in Walter
Breen’s library. Note that the eighth sale has “6 hardcover” in parentheses
following it.

it. My notebook records that only six copies of this sale were bound,
information gleaned from a note in Breen’s hand in this copy.3
As I examined this slim black hardcover, I noticed something puzzling (Figure 3). The volume was lettered in gilt and stated that this was
Merkin’s seventh sale, not his eighth. A quick look at my listing and at
the catalogues themselves verified that, no, this was his eighth sale. The
bound catalogue’s cover specified that this was Merkin’s seventh public
sale—so perhaps one of the first seven was a mail-bid sale, explaining the
irregularity in numbering? Nope, they were all public sales: the cover
3 Though in the years since I had managed to forget the source of this information,
only being reminded of Breen’s note by Dan Hamelberg, the current owner of this
copy.
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Figure 2. Lester Merkin’s March 6–7, 1968, auction catalogue (softcover version).

lettering was simply erroneous. Odd, but I put the puzzle aside and soon
forgot about it.
Flash forward twenty-some years. I was reacquainted with this minor mystery upon adding a copy of the hardcover eighth sale to my
own library. I began going through old catalogues trying to find additional information about it. A reasonable starting place seemed to be in
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Figure 3. The hardcover version of Merkin’s eighth sale.

George Kolbe’s catalogue of Merkin’s own library, held in June 1984.
The sale included a copy of this hardcover oddity, where it appears as
lot 300. The description, which must have been based on what Merkin
had recalled, stated that it was “one of three copies specially bound by
Sol Kaplan. This copy was presented to Lester Merkin with his name
stamped in gilt on the front cover. Sol Kaplan retained a copy and the
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third copy was presented by Merkin to the purchaser of the early proof
sets, sold en bloc at the sale.”
So there may only be three copies? Interesting. Presumably Merkin
would have known better than Breen, though apparently neither was
involved in its production. Merkin’s copy was purchased at the sale by
Tony Terranova for $160 hammer on an estimate of $25 to $50.
At this point, I wanted to focus on determining how many copies
were produced. A good starting point, I thought, would be to ask Dan
Hamelberg, a man who is known to own a book or two.
Or three, as it turns out. Dan wrote back to me quickly saying that he
owned three copies of this hardcover Merkin sale. Owning one myself,
this discounted the notion that only three copies were thus bound. Dan
was able to provide me with provenance information for his copies, and
combining this information with my own researches I was able to compile the following census.
1. Lester Merkin’s own copy, purchased at the sale of his library by
Tony Terranova. Has Merkin’s name impressed in gilt on the front
cover.
2. Richard Picker’s copy, offered in Kolbe’s Sale 38 (December 1988)
and purchased by Dan Hamelberg for $70 hammer on a $50 estimate.
I do not believe that it is identifiable except through Kolbe’s attribution of it to Picker. Previously offered in Kolbe Sale 21, lot 736.
3. Abe Kosoff’s copy, offered in Kolbe’s 59th sale (July 1994) sale and
purchased by Dan Hamelberg for $70 hammer on a $50 estimate. The
catalogue has Kosoff’s AK monogram on the front flyleaf to identify
it. Offered previously in Kolbe’s 20th sale.
4. Walter Breen’s copy, offered in a Money Tree sale of June 1995 and
purchased by Dan Hamelberg. This is the copy with the note in
Breen’s hand claiming that six copies were produced.
5. Sol Kaplan’s copy, offered in David Sklow’s 9th sale (February 2010)
and sold for $82 hammer on a $50 estimate. The catalogue has Kaplan’s name impressed on the front cover in gilt, a trait it shares only
with the Merkin copy. Offered previously in Money Tree’s 32nd sale
(the Ken Lowe library, December 1999) sale, where it was bought by
Myron Xenos.
6. A copy offered in Charles Davis’s December 2012 sale and purchased
by me for $175 hammer on a $50 estimate. Merkin’s recollection that
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a copy was given to the buyer of the early proof sets could identify
this copy. George Kolbe offered a copy in his 21st sale (lot 735), stating it was from Kosoff’s library but unmarked. Kolbe had offered the
marked Kosoff copy in his previous sale, and Picker’s as a different
lot in Sale 21, so this is almost certainly copy 6.

Charles Davis has noted that a possible explanation for this hardcover
catalogue is the fact that Louis Helfenstein was one of the consignors and
Merkin had produced a hardcover version of the more well-known 1964
Helfenstein sale.4 If it is true that Kaplan produced them, though, what
would have been his motivation in so doing? It is also notable that to
the best of my knowledge, neither Helfenstein nor Judd received copies.
Regardless of the reason for its production, it is clear that the hardcover sale is a modern rarity among U.S. numismatic auction catalogues,
one that has remained a sleeper for many years.

4 Charles Davis, Auction Sale (Dec. 1, 2012), lot 533.

